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Following the previous symposia about communicative language teaching (CLT) in 2007 

and team teaching (TT) in 2008, the 2009 symposium focused on“胞sks”underthe title of 

“Tasks’Potentials for Reconstructing English Language Teaching in Japan." Tasks in second 

language learning and teaching seem to be a key to directing English language teaching in Japan 

in a better way though there are many釘・eas出atshould be empirically researched in language 

classroom settings. In the symposium, four presenters approached these釘 easto explore the 

potential of tasks with high expectations of restructuring English language teaching in Japan 

with the use of旬sks.

The first presenter, Yasuhiko Wakaari, attempted to identiかissuesin and explore the 

possibility of adopting task-based language teaching in English classrooms in Japan. The 

second presenter, Chihiro Sato, reported on the influence of task input and conditions with an 

example of a jigsaw task which was intended to promote second language acquisition. The 

third presente巳MizuhoTorii, designed a teaching procedure to implement a task employing 

debate, focusing on negotiation of meaning, communication strategies, and strategic 

competence. Lastly, the fourth presente巳MasakoSasaki, explained the theoretical background 

of her language learning project and discussed the students’written reflections on白eirlanguage 

performance in language-use tasks and their perspective on cognitiveぉpectsof旬sk・bぉed

language learning. 

The Q&A time after each presentation was significantly beneficial to both the audience 

and presenters because they contributed to understanding tasks and considering the potentials of 

tasks from di百erentviewpoints of language learning, such as the reporting of group discussion 

in a task cycle, the unexpected effect of different kinds of task input, a mechanism for 

promoting second language acquisition with tasks, and students’motivation in language-use 

tasks. This provided an opportunity for academic discussion. 

With the advent of由enew Course of Study in 2012 for junior high school and in 2013 

for senior high school, the three s戸nposiumthemes featured in the past annual conferences 

合om2007 to 2009, CLT, TT, and tasks, will surely be among the keywords as we contemplate 

English language teaching in Japan in 伽 ureyears. 
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Issues in and Possibility of Adopting Task-Based Language Teaching 

加EnglishClassrooms in Japan 

WAKAARIYas凶首ko

Akita Unか＇ersity

In my presentation, I asked myself and answered the following three questions: 

(1) To what extent hぉ TBLTbeen implemented in ELT in Jap釦？

(2) Why doesn't TBLT become the mainstream approach? 

(3) How can TBLT be implemented? 

To answer Question 1, I refe町・edto Doi (1995) and Izumi (2007), who statedぉ follows:

“…attempぉtoimplement TBLT in Japan seem to have been, in most cぉes,not on the level of 

the syllabus, but on the level of classroom activities under the existing syllabus ( e.g.，位uc・加ra1

syllabus), and the tasks employed in such activities are only those which try to help剖udenお

acquire particul釘 g加run訂 rulesof English ...” 

(Doi, 1995:313) 

' ...由eELT in Japan ... seems to s旬ywithin the realm of‘foc凶 onforms’， which is the 

impression白atI白inkcan be shared many other people. Certainly, there are some signs which 

show that ‘focus on meaning' is being gradually spreading among teachers, but still the concept 

seems to s回yin the ancillary position ... 

(Izumi, 2007 :21) 

On the basis of these statements, I concluded也atTBLT is not implemented in白11so f紅

in Japan. 

To answer Question 2, I referred to Samuda釦 dBygate (2008), who listed the following 

白reeproblems which TBLT hぉ：
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-perceptions of task-based language teaching (TBLT）ぉ a吋op-down”initiative(Van den 

Branden, 2006), imposed on teachers by researchers with limited understanding of the 

demands of everyday pedagogy (Swan, 2005) 

-conceptual uneぉeamong teachers about the potential pedagogic value of tasks and 

pedagogic approaches that make significant use of tasks (Littlewood, 2007) 

-unrealistic demands and expec也tionsplaced on teachers in the implementation of task-based 

progr加runesof instruction (Van den Branden, 2006) 

(Samuda & Bygate, 2008: 192・193)

In addition, I pointed out the following 13 factors in relation to the English language 

teaching context in Japan: (I) Language-learning environment (Takashima, 2005); (2) 

Classroom culture (Gray & Leather, 1999); (3) Number of class hours (Takashima, 

2005); ( 4) Clぉssizes; (5) Number of examples ofTBLT in Japan; (6) Teaching materials 

(Takぉhima,2005); (7) Evaluation of tasks; (8) Teachers' language skills; (9) Teachers' 

knowledge of TBLT; (10) Teachers' workload; (11) Cooperation with colleagues; (12) 

Students' goals of lan別agelearning (Tsud味i,et al., 2008）；釦d( 13) Students' beliefs on 

language le紅凶ng.

To answer Question 3, I presented three models according to the level of adoption and 

examined their applicability in出eELT context in Japan: (1) Adopting TBLT at白e

curriculum level; (2) Adopting TBLT for the whole lesson; (3) Adopting TBLT for part of 

a lesson.η1e ex出nplespresented for explaining these models釘ebased on my 

teaching experiences at the 山首versitylevel, namely my classes in (1) Materials 

development for graduate s知denお，（2)In甘oductionto English language teaching for 

sophomores, and (3) English for academic pu中osesfor企・eshmen,the goals of and 

procedures for which are stated ぉ follows:

Class: Materials Development (MD) 

Goals: Acquisition of practical knowledge of and skills in MD 
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Proced町・es:(1) Analyze and rewrite te泊 intextbooks; 

(2) Develop activities for newspaper English; 

(3) Analyze in-house materials for General English; 

(4) Develop alternative materials for GE 

( 5) Teach a class wi出thedeveloped materials; 

( 6) Revise the developed materials 

Class: In甘oductionto English Language Teaching 

Lesson goals: Quali自白.tionsfor school teachers 

Procedures (90 minutes in to凶）：

(I) Interview each other in pairs on the teachers that students have met soぬr;

(2) Report your findings to yo町 groupoffo町；

(3) Discuss the甘剖包commonlyfound ; 

(4) Report the findings to the whole class; 

(5) Discuss what qualifications future teachers (need to) have 

Class: General English II 

Activity goals: To get used to speaking English 

Procedures (8・15minutes in to凶）：

(I) Interview each other in pairs on由etopic of the lesson; 

(2) Check those exp問ssionswhich you we問 notable to use; 

(3) Report yo町 白ndingsto yo町 groupoffo町

By examining the models企omthe viewpoint of practicality in relation to the ELT 

context in Japan, I concluded血at(1）血efirst model is not feasible in English classes in 

junior and se凶orhigh schools, as in these classes也etextbook functionsぉ asyllabus 

and it is di:ffic叫tto ch釦 gethe syllabus itself; (2) the second model is feasible in junior 

and se凶orhigh schools, but for only a few hours in a year，俗世1emodel is not 

compatible with也etextbook; (3）也ethird model is more feasible in everyday teaching 

practices, if it is conducted for a shorter timeぉ munfocused旬sk.
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The Effects of Jigsaw Task Input Types 
on the Interaction for Second Language Acquisition 

Chihiro SA10 

Aid細 NationalCollege o/Technology 

1.酬TRODUCTION

When a s民ondlangt.泊伊也acherhopes血剖his/hぽ蜘den包interactwi白銅chO'由erh也e旬唱：et

language, a ji~w旬skcan be one of恥 effectivetypes of包sk,which gives the旬skparticipan包aportion 

of input data白紙m凶 tbe exchanged among由em. 百ten,託isimportant for由e也acherto well know 

what kinds of language learning opportunity are ex戸ctedh由e旬sk. By knowing it,血e記achercan 

have a cl倒・ vision and signifi伺 neeof恥随kimplemen旬tion. 官1epre蜘 tm伺rchemploys three 

jigsaw旬skswhich diff町 hinput types given句由elearners at the very beginning of働協ks,and 

a阪mp包 白血1da vari均，of language l伺 mingoppo向mitiesby examining由el伺mers’h館raction.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2. 1 • .figsaw 11鎚 k姐 dNegotiation of Mi伺ning

Acco吋ingto Ellis (2003), a jigsaw協 kis a凶 k‘'wherethe input ma附 alis di吋dedbetween two or 

morepartic脚也知.ch刷出eyarem凶redto exchange infonnation to comple低保協k”(Ellis,2003, p. 344). 

In such a旬sk,也erelationship be抑制11回mersis two waぉinwhich all the individuals in a group hold a piece 

of infonnation and become oo血infonnationsuppliers and receivers, and the learners m凶 texchange由e

infonnation for the凶 :kcompletion (Doughty & Pica, 1986; Gぉs& Varonis,1985; Lonι1983, 1996; 

Long & Porter, 1985). 

The j惨aw旬skis assumed to be most likely to provide由el伺 merswi白血eoppo巾mityof 

negotiation of meaning σica, Kanagy, & Falodun, 1993), which occurs when血elearners face 

communication breakdowns and switch由eirゐC凶 fromm白調gem伺 ningto fonn (Long, 1996). 百tis

negotiation凶銘ersthe learners’∞伊itiveproc郎総 hwhich白eyunde路加1dthe linguistic items由説

明間 oncem畑 own江..ong,1981, 1983) and血.eyare pushed to make comprehensible output (Swainラ

1985, 1995). 

2.2.＆鴎earehUsing .figsaw Tas胎

Several scholars have employed jigsaw泊sksh血eirresearchesあrvarious purpo部：め compare

the l伺 mers’h加古ctionin aj惨aw旬skando血ぽ飽sks（臼ss&Varo凶s,1989; N紘油ama,Tyler, & Liぽ，
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2001; Pica, HollidaぉLewis,& Morgenthaler, 1989); to compare由el伺 rners’interactionin two different 

jigsaw包sksσ同，Lincoln-Po巾 r,p白血os,& Linnell, 1996); to compare learners’interaction in a j惨aw

旬skind由 民nt戸川cipationpa蜘 ns,suchぉ ha同 cher-:frontedlesson, in a group, and in a開ir

ρOU俳句，& Pica, 1986). 

Differently from白白ep問、初出品1di白，出epresent I琶湖℃hemploys three jigsaw旬skswhich use 

血esame materials, follow血e銅me凶 kprocedures, but differ h白位 inputq戸s( visual input,旬油姐l

input, and the combination of the vi叩aland text闘 1). By由is旬skdesign, the research aims to explore the 

effec包ofdi自己：rentinput types on白einteraction among learners, and血1dlanguage learning opportun耐es

由at伺 nbe provided in a jigsaw旬sk.

3. THE STUDY 

3. 1. Participants 

Participan包involvedh白estudy were 23白宮t-y1伺 rはuden包h由eFaculty of Education and Human 

Studies in Aki阻 University. As shown in Table 1, 3 or 4 I伺 rnersin回 chgroup were supposed to work 

toge血erfor白e仕組sk,divided into Team A and Team B. T伺 mA held Yellow and Blue fram白，and

T伺 mB held Red and Green伽 nes,ぉ shownin Appendix. 官1eparticipan包 weretold白創出etwo 

企溜nesin one陶 mwere either the 1st and 3吋orthe 2nd and 4由自溜nesofafo町－framecartoon雪組dthey

wereめIdnot to show血eirframes to the o出町陶m出roughout由e臨 k

Table I 
Jig.間知：kswith t加 ed湯量陀ntinJ凶切邸and仇en捌 ！berof/e，倒 的初eachg。upinvolved in eα,ch 
ofthet.α'Sics 

Groupσ倒 n)
Visual-only input Textual-only input Vtsual & Text凶linp叫
。i~wV) 。i~wT) (Ji~wVη 

T伺 mA 2(Sl8&S2) I (SI) 2(S1 & S2) 
Group I 4 3 4 

TeamB 2(S3&S4) 2(S3 &S4) 2(S3 &S4) 

TeamA 2(S1 & S2) 2(S1 &S2) 2(S1 &S2) 
Group2 4 4 4 

TeamB 2(S3 &S4) 2(S3&S4) 2(S3 &S4) 

a SI, S2, S3, S4 = student l，組1dent2, student 3, and s加dent4.

3. 2.加laterials

百1ematerial wぉ basedon a fo冊 .framecartoon in 7五eWom:/4伐が Worldof Sazae-san (hereafter 

Sazae-san) by出 segawa(2004）.百1eoriginal cartoon wぉ proc白sedin the way白紙白血mdifferent 

inp凶typesinclude the鈎meamount of information (s白 Appendix).
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3. 3. Procedures 

All the jigsaw旬sks(J惨awV, Ji~w T, and Ji~w Vηwere ca剖edout along the縄問

procedures. 百1eprocedures can be largely di吋dedinto two s削 onsaccording白血twogoals shown in 

Figure I. 

l.S釘tion(I): to make血.econ四tord町of血e島町fram白 and血inkめoutrea釦郎自）f也eord町
Proced山首：（a）→ (b）→（c）→（d）→（e)

2.S釘tion(2）：旬曲1d由epunch line to血.estoiy 
Procedw溺：(b）→（c）→（d）→（e)

(a) Asking rune 
SI in Tc伺 mA笛bei出町蜘dentinTc伺 mBめoutRedぽ Greenin I minute. 
S3 in Tc倒 nBぉbe泊防御dentin Team A about Blue町 Yellowin I min脱．

S2加T倒 nAぉbei血ぽぽudentin Team B abo叫Redor Green in I minu飽．
S4inTeam Bぉbe泊町鈎1dentin Team AめoutBlue or Yellow in I minute. 

(b) lndividua1Answer(3 minu臨）
百1e阿武駒n包wri旬旬mporala則的onthe work由民tindi吋dually.

(c) One-by-one P問sen価値onof曲eAnswer
SI inTeamA伊晴朗包印刷戸,raIanswぽ旬血eo由町groupmembers in I minu胞．
S3 in Tc伺mBpres目指由e加nporalanswぽ旬血eo由ぽgro1中members泊Iminu崎．
S2 in Tc伺mA伊首制1包白e制nporal制 W町加血eo血町gro叩 membersin I min凶e.
S4 in Tc倒 nB戸esen白血e飽mporal加 wer旬由eo出町gro1中membersin I minu陪．

(d) Group Discussion (3 minu悩）
百1el錨 nersin伺 chgroupぉk伺cho由era伊泊めo目白.einfonnation of由eframes，民武hfurn目白田rylingt也氏

悦ms,and白1dout血econ切 to吋ぽ ofthe島町 fram白（or也epwich泊施白血estoiy) in ordぽ tomake血e
individ凶lfinal 31芯W町 h血.enexts也容・

(e) Individual Final Answer (l minu加）
百1epar世c悟釦包wri白出e血凶組問邸on血ewo此sh白t

Figure I: Jigsaw旬水戸ocedw宅sin the戸田制御dy

3. 3.1 • .I.取llW締法pro，α＂＇Ill',腎旬f舵混加rtedie~句tmeSelearners’h御 'llction

官官旬skprocedures were rigidly devised in co凶d回訓onofthe］叩飢餓corr缶xt,where expressing 

on白elfin front of o白ersmay often be旬kenぉ immoderaぉorselfish, and therefore initi鋭ngconversation 

can some由nesbe hesi旬ted(Gray & L伺血e巳1999). 百由 con白川凶lcharac刷 sticis seen even when 

l伺 mersarewo水面gin small groups,血oughgroup work has generally beenゐundeffective in promp出g

in飽ractionamong learners (Long & Porte巳1985;Varonis & Gぉs,I 985). Ind民d,in a pilot jigsaw包sk

usingmlO'血町伺rtoonof Sazae-san, only predominant陥mersspoke a lot and o血ersdid not question回ch

other in a group.η1erefo問， bpush ev1句 fl伺merめ h副ateぉking伺 chother and express oneself血e

a叫1orde吋sedAsking Tune釦 dα1e-by-onePresen凶 onof the Answer be島問GroupDiscussion. 
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Table2 

3.4.Ri偲 側 代hQu錨tions

1. In a j取aw旬sk,how do白m inp凶 typesinfluence l伺rners’interactionwhen they exchange 

infonnation? 

2. In a jigsaw旬sk,how do血reeinpほtypesinfluence learners’langt泊geproduction when they exchange 

infonnation? 

3. In subsequent包sk御 gesafter information exchange in a jigsaw旬sk,how do由reeinp国防防

influence l伺 rners’interaction?

To answ町由e関白reeres伺rchquestions，出eh制百ctionamong the learners wぉ audio-reco吋ed,

videO'旬戸d,and血en回 nscribed.

3.5.Res叫包andDisco関 ion

3. 5. 1. In Response to R.白側詑.，， Qu鱈伽n1: In御ぽdona/F側 Ul'i四 in.As踊mg百me(lnfom雌 ron

Exchange) 

To answer the白'Stre鍔archque：説ion,the infonnation-exchange h旬ractionat由e命宮t銅 geof the 

也skprocedure, (a)AskingTime, w：ぉcodedaccording to the six interactional features shown in Table 2. 

I凶eractiona/金繍wesinAs）肱孟Time(l地1rmation-exc~野加rteractio!:J.
五gsawV JigsawT Jigsaw VT 

h缶ractionalf伺制定S
Grm中l Group2 Group I Group2 Group I Group2 

Li釘 ners’（infonnationreceivers’） 
C加ificationI判U白白 。 3 2 。 2 
Con白m組onchecks 。 2 2 2 2 

S戸akers’（infonnationgivers’） 
R笛ponses由m噸1modification 。 2 。 。 。 。
R回ponses血rough問petition 。 4 3 2 
Volun旬ry問petitions 3 。 7 8 。
Noticing a hole 。 4 。 。 。
3. 5. 1. 1. Jigsaw T learners' dictation work 

The listeners' clarification I判ue鎚，con面mationch民ks,s戸akers’尚早onses由roughm戸tition,

and中関kers’volun匂ryrepetitions were most frequently observed in Jigsaw T l伺 rners. 百1eymayhave

been concerned wi血die白血1g血e旬対凶linput to由elis舵ners. η1e listeners asked由e叩伺kersmany 

times in o吋erめ旬keexact no缶s,and the叩伺kersanswered them by rep伺血1g由eirspeech or they 

voluntarily白戸a飽d阿武of血eirsp切 ch伺 ch也ne由eyfound由eIi指 ners凹iable旬旬kequick and exact 

no飽s.

3. 5. 1. 2. The possibility of negotiation of meaning among Jigsaw T learners 
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百1ete：組閣linput given to Ji~w T (and Ji~w Vη1伺 mersw：ぉdesi伊edto凶由e回meamount 

of infonnationぉ血e吋釦dinput, which resul也din too simplified旬xt白白euniversity studen包． Such 

reduced input may not involve negotiation of m伺 ning(Long, 1983). 百1en，批wぉ ne切箔myfor也e

te：組踊linput to include vocabulmy i缶百isor g溜nmatical錨uct凹部出atei出町由e叩伺kersor lis低:ners

would not know at all or partially. 

3. 5. 1. 3. Ji惨awVandJigsαwVTle倒的’negotiationof meani恥,g?

百1e島町泊胞ractionalf伺加問smost貴志quentlyob:記ivedamong Ji~w T l伺 merswerealぬ S飽nin 

Ji~w V and Jigsaw VT learners. However，血ey,s凶 l紅白 JigsawT l伺mers,did not鈎emto be 

negotiating the m白銅gem伺ning. Rather，血eyseemed to be j凶t邸側tainingwhat血.eyh鎚 rdfrom由e

speakers. 

3. 5.1. 4.恥 possibilityof negotiation of meaning among Jigsaw V and Jigsaw VT le，倒 的

Al血ough血elis蜘師、lai世cationrequ鍋 andconfinnation checks did not seem to be nego制 ng

m伺m色白鎚S場凶scould have direc削除speakば attentionto血eiroriginal申白chand凶舘田吋血e

modification of it,ぉ twooccurrences of叩錦町’mod前倒onw閃 observedamong Ji~w V learners. 

However，由el伺mersneeded much more曲neto moreおcuson由efonn of the叩伺kers’叩eechaf耐

they modified the original叩eech.

3. 5. 2.In R笛ponse加Res，側詑hQu儲 tion2: Notich哩AHoleinLa略 U略eProth胤 f/Jn

百1esecond開制℃hqu矧 onwぉ howthe difference of j惨aw旬skinput typ岱 influence1伺 mers'

language production when they exchange infonnation. To answer this question, the甲eakers’language

production is analyzed in細msof noticing a hole. 

Noticing a hole is main旬inedin the Output Hypo由郎isぉ oneof the由m 白nctionsoutput hぉ

(Swain, 1995, 1998, 2000). It claims血atoutput剖mula協 同mersto shi食fromopen-endedぉmantic

processing of inp凶句 compl錦町n旬cticencoding. 百1isproce回ingdiI切包 l伺 mersto discover what 

they cannot do (a holのand釦bs伺uentlya蜘 1dめ白畑-eid伺 linput to fill the hole. Therefore, noticing a 

hole甘iggeredby outpぽ isan important s缶ptoward langt胞gedevelopment 

百1epresent釦 dyhぉωぬrid卸値ed由eoccurrenc邸 ofnoticing a hole when由el伺 mersovertly 

substi印 刷what由eyco叫dnot銅ywi白白位corresponding血'Stlanguage. Al血ough社isimpossible to 

cl伺rlyiden・的向池町occurrencesof the叩伺kers’noticinga hole, from now o民白川1or縦 mp包旬

explore further possibility of江 Todo血is，由espeakers’languagβproduction in Asking百meis 

analyzed in the following two蹴 tions.
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Table3 

3. 5. 2. 1. Fxploi巾 igfwt加 possibilityof notic同 α加，／e(1): t恥戸陀＇.entageof the spe，供 m’側nwordsin 

their production, and complexity of the production 

Table 3 shows how much the中旬kersrelied on由eirown language問鉛urcesand how much the 

comple：刻。，of由eproduction w，ぉ．

百iroughoutJigsaw V and Jigsaw T l伺 mers,the highぽ白e戸rcen也geof the s悶 kers'ownwo吋s

in their production b伐 omes，血elower the comp le：話。rof the production becomes. 

恥戸柁側αgeof,仇εspeakers'(i~ぜormationgivers’側nwoi時抗thetotal nwnber of words t同I/pl叫 tJCedinAs，胤 gTune and compliぼ ityof
the prod舵 lion

JigsawV JigsawT Jig詞wVT

Gr01中l Gro叩 2 Group I Gro叩 2 Gro1中1 Gro叩 2

Frame 0.W.8 Com.b o.w. Co肌 o.w. Co血 o.w. Com. o.w. Com. o.w. 仁b瓜

Red 
10(丹も

4.3 1000も 3.5 ”も 7.0 
qぬ

8.7 17.2% 9.7 00/o 5.0 
17/17 7/7 0/21 0/26 5/29 0/15 

100% 1000も 5.6 併も 。ぬ 47.1% （）＜｝ゐYellow 
10/10 

5.0 29(31) (5.8) 0/25 
83 。／25 8.3 

8/17 
4.3 

0/25 
8.3 

/29(31) 

］（）（丹色
］（）（丹色 10.0 明ゐ q出 39.1% 

63.0% 2.3 
Green 

17/17 
4.3 10<Wo (11.0) 0/20 

6.7 
0/20 

6.7 
9/23 

11.5 （“.7%) tユ7)(II) S (6)/8(9) 

1α”も
JO(丹も 6.3 5.6% ”も 50.ゆb 38.5% Blue 

31 /31 
5.0 22(23) (6.η l /18 

9.0 
0/18 

9.0 
9/18 

9.0 
5/13 

6.5 
/22(23) 

問）%
お.4%

JO(丹色 6.4 1.4% ”も 38.4% 。6.3%) 5.5 
M伺n 4.7 17(18) 7.8 8.2 8.6 

18.8/18.8 
/ 17 (18) (6.8) 0.3/21 0/22.3 7.8/21.8 25(2.8) (5.6) 

/153 15 

a 0.W. = Own WO:ぬ m関凶ngthe戸陀即時eofthe凶 nnationgivers' own words in the to凶 nwnberof words由.eypr吋uced
b Com. = Comple：対tym伺 Sl刷 bythe to凶 nwnberofwo地問AS・凶t(i.e. an ut白ran切 consis由1gof an independent clause and any 
subo吋inatec同記（s),or sub-clausal unit and any subo吋ina蛤cl釦 S的）σo剖er,Tonkyn, & Wi毘leswo：巾（2000))
Note：百1enumbers in the paren血.es回 underthe column of 0. W. ind同白血enumber of wm廿sincluding the l伺mers’nativelanguage wo:時
which we陀 sub坑加凶 forwhat由eycould not鈍yin the旬屯：etlanguage but which we悶 stillinco:中ora制 inthe泊屯：etlanguage syn臥
官1enumbers in the開問n血es岱 under血.ecol凹mof Com. indi回白出.ecomple泊。rtaking into account血enwnber of the learners’native 
Ian伊agewords used wi血h血e旬屯etlan伊agesyn阻止

百1iscorrelation is not en肘 lyapplied to J惨awVT learners; some of them凶 ed出eirown wo:吋s

and still got higher comple：討ち油anJigsaw T learners, and o出ersofthem凶 edsmaller percen旬geof白吋

own wo吋sand got lowi町 complexity由mJigsaw V l伺mers. 百1en，白eproduction by Jigsaw VT 

learners伺 nbe側 egorizedinto由reetypes: Jigsaw平likeproduction (by one Jigsaw VT l伺 merin Group 

I describing Yellow fi溜neand two Jigsaw VT learners in Group 2 describing Green frame and Blue 

合副ne),Jigsaw 下likeproduction (by two Jigsaw VT learners in Group 2 d邸ぽibingRed frame and 

Yellow丘町ne), and the production peculiar to Jigsaw VT learners (by the o由町出mJigsaw VT l伺 mers

in Group IdぉcribingRed伽 ne,Green frame, and Blue frame). Of由ese由悶砂防， JigsawV.・like
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Jigsaw VT l伺 merscould have been given血e白川1erpossibility of noticing a hole. It is assumed白紙

白eyused白eirownwo：地atthe risk of low comp刷。f，ぉJigsawV learners did, a御m凶ngtosay血ings

challenging for血em. 百1en,由eymight have the chance to notice what血eycouldnot泊予

3.5.2.2.訟plor，加，gjio1J加・possibility of noticingαhole (2): the spe1拠 m’伽if/.uency

百1e白地erpossibility of由e叩伺kers'noticing a hole is now explored by白1ding血eirdysfluent 

phenomena, suchぉ危険御舟，repe出onsσOS知， To：向n,& Wigglesworth, 200め，refonnulations,and 

replacemen包（Skehan&Fo蜘， 1”9).
Table 4 shows how many d戸自uenci目白esp伺kers(infonnation givers) made in describing由e

Tめle4
取 nwnberqf irifom凶 ion露vers＇伽伽11Ciesin As.除1RTune

Jigsaw V Jigsaw T 

Dysfluency Group I Group 2 Group I Grot中2

False羽市

Repe・制ons

3 

5 

2 

5 

。。 3 

0 

Jig回wVT

Group I Group 2 。。 0 

2 

Refonn叫ations 3 3 0 I I 

Repl低ements 2 3 (4) 0 0 0 I 

To凶 13 13 (14) 0 4 I 4 

Note: Numbers in開問1出回esindicate血enumber of dysfluencies including血0鉛 incidencesin which 
l伺mers釦bs伽削除廿nativeIan思略；ewo吋sおrwhat世1eyco叫dnot say in the箇取tIan別ageb凶 s副l
恥削除箇1欝：tlan思旧野町n協．

金百nesin Asking Trrne. In total, Jigsaw V learners made由emost dysfluent phenomena. Jigsaw T and 

Jigsaw VT learners showed a similar帥 tlnumb町 ofdysfluent phenomena 

Jigsaw T learners almost m血-elycopied白e旬xtua1input in describing the貴司mes,and all由eir

dysfluent u御ranceswere made by the failure to read由einp国∞四国tly.

On the other hand, Jigsaw V and Jigsaw VT learners h必由eopportunity to use血eirowne泊剥ng

language knowledge, and託ispossible白紙血eynoticed由eirown language problems while ma1也1gthe

dysfluent叩悶h. Jigsaw V learners made創田羽市 byI曲，nnulating血eutterance血atwぉ begun.

R叩etitionswere ob舘：rvedinho血JigsawV and Jigsaw VT learners, commonly in p加ningwhatto叩伺k

next Reformulations by Jigsaw V and Jigsaw VT learners w田 commonto produce mo問 ace山総

ぬmofthe旬伊tlan伊age. Repla民mentswere particul釘lyobserved among Jigsaw V l伺 mers. 百1ey

made replぉemen包 todescribe由econtent of the vi釦alinput w油 morede凶lsぉ wellぉ toproduce a 

moreaccUI宮崎fonnof血e組伊tlanguage. 

百1epresent study伺 nnottell if血mw閃 momen包whenthe l伺 mersrealiz凶由eycould not say 

what血eywan凶旬泊y. However, if such momen包 ap戸aredto be血eirdysfluent phenomena，也e
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analysis ca凶edout here could加ply白地eroccurrences of白espeakers' noticing a hole. 

3. 5. 3.InR4偲ponseto Resi側同iQuestion 3: In御舵'lionat Later Task Stages 

百1e由凶researchqu回tionasked how the diffi田明記ein jigsaw旬skinput q戸sinfluence learners’ 

h館ractionafter 泊施白'St阻sks也geof infonnation exchange. 官官 la:加・jigsaw組sk御 gesare the two 

discussion蜘 gesindicaぉdin Figure Iぉ（1X d) Group Discussion about the order of the frames and 

m鉛 mfor it, andぉ（2Xd) Group Discussionめoutthe punch line to the sぬりに 司郎 twodifferent 

discussion翻傍観的g泊町analyz凶 fromthe釧 o羽ngpers阿 tiv1白：（I）血eamount of hゐm副on

successfully communicated in each group at the自問t旬sks旬ge(Asking Tune）；ο） the con白目白白e

learners were discussing at the two subsequent discussion御 ges.

3. 5. 3.1.取 amm脱 ot対側側kmsucceゆi/ycoi附 nunicatedin As.肋1g百m

百1eamount of infonnation wぉm関則吋bythe following way: (I) the English text given to Jigsaw 

Tleamers wぉ dividedinto 19 se伊1en包；（2)the author counted how many of the 19 p恥飴ofinfonnation 

were included in the回nscriptionsof the I伺 rners’interactionin Asking Time and the memos the listeners 

めokduring血eh加ヨction.

As shown in Table 5, Jigsaw T learners communica:凶 wi血鉛cho出町血e加志郎tamount of and 

almost all of the iばonnationabout由e島町貴司nes,followed by Jigsaw VT l回rners,and由enJigsaw V 

Tめle5
百泥沼拘印刷ofinformation succes，剥rlycommWi恥・atedamori堅thelearners at the＿伽 ttasks，ね1geof Askin堅Time

官官制ountof infonnation 
successfully communica飽d

learners. 

Jigsaw V Jigsaw T Jigsaw VT 

Group I Gro1中2 Group I Group 2 Group I Group 2 

11 /19 9/19 18/19 19/19 16/ 19 13/19 

3. 5. 3. 2. Conte.略 of加＇tenαc討！Onin later jigs1αw tαrskstαrges: Jigs，αwVandJigs，αw VT/earners 

Failing to commw首伺.tesome infonnation in Asking Time, Jigsaw V and Jigsaw VT learners 

needed to discuss the missing infonnation. 百1en,allowed 句阻kmore freely血anin Asking Time.，血e

learners exchanged infonnation in the白'Stl釦 guage.η1凶， JigsawV and Jigsaw VT l伺 rners,who 

might had been provided wi白血eoppo巾mitiesof negotiation of m悶ningand noticing a hole in Asking 

Time,s白 medto have little learning opportunity in the later discussion湖 ges.

3. 5. 3. 3. Contents of加，terac.誌・on加laterjigs，αw陥 ：ks.旬rges:Jigs1αwT/e，ぽ ners

W抽 出e旬刈闘linput, Jigsaw T l伺 rnerscould easily share almost all由einfonnationめo叫悦あ町
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frames in Asking Time, and w泊1the shar凶泊五：＞m凶 on，血eyCO'叫dStnOO'血Iyproc倒的出eIa町

discussions. In the discussions, they foe凶 edon由e旬rgetlailgt踊gefomi to use at the next臨 k羽 ge(i.e. 

(e) Individual Final Answ町）． h血ismeta-language旬Ile,or a laI1guag争時la飽depisode (LRE) (Swain & 

Lapkin, 1995, 1998), Jigsaw T l伺 rnershypo由郎iz凶卸値唱etlaI1guage, co：ロ切旬dthe o由町members’

Ian思mgehypo血eses,or sugg笛制al旬mativehypo白白邸．

百1鎚eJigsaw T learners sho叫ngthe L隠 swould be pm吋dedw油 a白地町 opportunityof 

lailgt踊gedevelopment As a con鈎quenceof the me旬・旬kh由egroup, they made hypothesis防白1gぉ

a group. 百tishypothesis could have been provedぽ denied血roughthe色。dbackby a nativ1叫伺keror

by a缶achぽ. Thus, Jigsaw T l伺 m句、whoseemed to have almost no opportunity of negotiation of 

m伺ning釦 dnoticing a hole in Asking Time, have ano由町l伺mingopportunity of LREs at the I縦 r旬sk

御 ges.

4. CONCLUSION 

百1ep時鈎1tm伺rchhas investi伊凶 howdifferent input V戸saff倒 l伺rners'in低限；tionin a 

jigsaw旬sk,and su銘es刷出atdifferent inpほtypesin a jigsaw包sken伊伊由el伺 mersin d征側首脳nds

of langtmge learning at di民間nt旬sks旬ges. 百1elearners with visual input could have had出e

opportunities of negotiation of m錨由1gand noticing a hole at the街stinfomiation-exchange蜘 ge. 百1e

l伺 mersw泊1te：刻凶Iinp~ on the o由町hand,foe凶 edon the laI1gtmge fomi to凶 efor the包skou位。meat

血ela崎市sk羽 gesof group discussion. 

AI血ough由epre細 1t如 dyended up justぉsumingsome possゐlelearning opportunities,託migl】t

give a白地町considerationめoutwhat kinds of旬skdesignorゐedbackaren民俗調ry.

Involving learners in a jigsaw包skw油 visualinp~ 由e包achぽ shouldconsider how the旬skcould

凶ggernot only negotiation of meaning or noticing a hole but also the learners’∞伊itivecomparison of 

血efomi nego制吋ornoticed 811d由eid伺 lone. In飽ntionalfeedback in which the旬培dあ，miis salient 

may be one of facil泊tive記achぽ泊缶iventions(Nobuyoshi & Ellis, 1993). Involving studen包 ha 

jigsaw凶 kw油缶鴻凶 inp~ on the O'血釘haild，由e陶 chぽ伺ninclude開rticul町田畑ownlinguistic 

items h也einput to be exchaI1ged among由estuden包. Such new items should be carefully chosen and 

inco：中01割eelinto the input so血at託m白白血e蜘 den包’ n切ds811d level of compe制1ce. 百1ese血ings

n倒的be飽keninto account 811d implemented in second laI1gtmge cl翻 ooms.
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VISual and textual input 

ゐ1rJigsaw VT groups 
Textual-only input 

for Jigsaw T groups 

Visual-only input 

for Jigsaw V groups 
Name of白百me

(0吋er)

〉
沼
諸
白
色
M
H
U一回可
d
邑
8
0
2
0
9宮町営
B
8
2
8
m
g
E
g
E句
d
g唱

Katsuo and 紬 kame
are si凶ng.in front of 
the house. Namihei 
com笛 home. He 
loo陥 SU巾risedto see 
them si股ingin front of 
the house. 

Sazae opens廿砲 front
door of 出e ho田 e.
Namihei, Ka包uo,
Wakame, and Masl』o
are su巾吋田dto see 
出at.

Ka也uo comes home 
from school. A woman 
is walking in front of his 
house. 官官 woman

• II I tells Ka匂uo出atSazae 
¥!I I locked 出e door and 

ムIW削叫

That night, Sazae 
com田 running 凶ck
home. Namihei, 
Katsuo, V¥伺kame,and 
Masuo are waiting 
OU凶 de 出e ho田 e.
They look angry. 

Ka也uo and 愉 kame
are sitfng in front ot 
the house. Namihei 
com回 home. He 
looks sぽp同sedto see 
甘，emsitting in front of 
廿1ehouse. 

sazae o問nst胎 front
door of the house. 
Namihei. Ka包uo,
Wakame, and Masuo 
are su巾ri鎗 d to see 
出at.

Ka包uo comes home 
from school. A woman 
is walking in front of his 
house. The woman 
tells Ka匂uothat Sazae 
lod《ed 出e door and 
went out. 

Frame holder 

Yellow 

(2nd) 

Blue 

(4血）

TeamA 

(S知den包 1&2) 

。、

Red 
(1st) 

That night~ Sazae 
com笛 running 凶ck
home. Namihei1 
Ka也uo,机伺kame1and 
Masuo a同 waiting
OU也ide the house. 
They look angry. 

！
4
t
a
f
f
e
－

－

s
b

一一

Green 
(3rd) 

TeamB 

(S知dents3&4) 
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Debate as a Task: From Perspectives of Negotiation of Meaning, 

Communication S仕ategies,and Strategic Competence 

Mizuho TORII 

Noshiro Commercial High School 

Introduction 

This study has investigated interaction among students in a debate activity to examine the 

effects of debate as a communicative activity on students’interaction. Especially, the present 

study compared four debate activities and analyzed interactions in these activities in terms of 

negotiation of meaning and the use of communication s甘ategies(CSs) that釘 econsidered to 

facilitate interaction. By comp訂 ingand analyzing interaction in these debate activities, this 

study tried to o百ereffectiveness of the debate activity in language classroom. 

Negotiation of meaning 

One of the researchers who investigate a role of interaction in SLA is Long. He suggests 

the “Interaction Hypothesis”in his research ( 1996). The Interaction Hypothesis is defined by 

him as follows: 

“negotiation for meaning, especially negotiation work that triggers interactional 

adjus初ientsby the NS or more competent interlocutor, facilitates acquisition 

because it connects input, internal learner capacities, p創1icularlyselective attention, 

and output in productive ways”（1996: 451・452).

Input, especially comprehensible input is recognized as an important factor in SLA. 

Comprehensible input appears to be generated合omopportunities for negotiation for meaning. 

Negotiation for meaning which is considered as one factor in causing acquisition is defined by 

Long as follows：“process in which, in an effort to communicate, learners and competent 

spe紘ersprovide and interpret signals of their own and their interlocutor乍 perceived

comprehension, thus provoking 吋ustmentsto linguistic form, conversational紺 UC旬re,

message content, or all three, until an acceptable level of understanding is achieved" (Long 

1996: 418). According to Ellis (1994), this negoti剖ionwork is defined in terms of negotiation 

of meaning. Negotiation of meaning is work that a L2 learner or an interlocutor a目emptsto 

remedy problems in understanding. 

Negotiation of meaning is廿iggeredby interaction 叫us加 ents. Interaction adjustments 
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are devices employed泊thenegotiation白紙“areused both strategically, to avoid conversational 

甘ouble,and tactically, to repair communication breakdowns when they occur”（Long, 1996). 

As examples of interaction adjustments, he shows the following devices: repetitions, 

confirmations, reformulations, comprehension checks, confirmation checks, clarification 

requesお．

Communication Strategies 

One way that enables learners to continue their interaction is communication s甘ategies

(CSs). These s甘ategiesare used when communication breakdowns occur. Communication 

breakdowns cause a problem由剖 interactiondiscontinues. A solution to overcome this 

problem is the use of CSs. 

From the perspective of interaction, Tarone ( 1980) defines CSs as“a mutual attempt of two 

interlocutors to agree on a meaning in situations where requisite meaning s甘ucturesdo not seem 

to be shared. (Meaning structures include both linguistic and sociolinguistic s加 ctures.）”（420).

Her由reecriteria釘eas follows: 

1. A speaker desires to communicate a meaning X to a listener. 

2. The spe剖cerbeheves the linguistic or sociolinguistic s廿ucturedesired to communicate 

meaning X is not unavailable or is not sh釘 edwith the listener. 

3. The speaker chooses to: 

a. avoid-not a位emptto communicate meaning X or 

b. a抗emptalternate means to communicate meaning X. The speaker stops trying 

alternatives when it seems clear to the speaker白紙thereis sh釘 edmeaning. 

Key concepts when we consider Tarone’s definition of CSs釘e白atboth a speaker and an 

interlocutor are eager to share the speaker’s intended meaning and that they a抗emptto 

accomplish sharing of the meaningjointly. 

Strategic Competence 

A competence which relates to CSs is s甘ategiccompetence. Strategic competence is one 

component of communicative language ability. Bachman and Palmer ( 1996) describe 

communicative language ability in a企ameworkof test design. According to them, 

communicative language ability consists of two p訂匂： languageknowledge and s甘ategic

competence. They define s甘ategiccompetence as“a set of metacognitive componenお， or

s回 .tegies,which can be thought of as higher order executive processes that provide a cognitive 
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management function in language use, as wellぉ inother cognitive activities" (Bachman and 

Palmer, 1996, p. 70). They indicate three areas in which metacognitive components operate: 

goal 印刷ng,assessment, and planning. 

These three areas of metacognitive strategy use include CSs, the planning phase, defined by 

Faerch and Kasper (1983). From this point, CSs are triggered by s甘ategiccompetence which 

is one component of communicative language ability. 

Debate Activity 

The previous section discussed the role of interaction in SLA and two factors which seem to 

con甘ibuteto promoting learners' interaction: negotiation of meaning and the use of CSs. Then, 

we have to discuss a way which enables utilizing the use of CSs and intervention to promote 

learners' interaction. 

In a classroom setting, it is beneficial to set up activities which require learners to interact 

with others. A number of these activities have been designed and in甘oducedin language 

classroom, e.g., games, role play, and project works (Koyanagi, 2004). Among these activities, 

this study selects debate as an activity which requires interaction among learners. In this paper, 

we call debate a“debate activity”to distinguish it仕omdebate which is recognized generally. 

This study pays attention to characteristics of debate as an activity which promote leru百ers’

interaction rather than a game which puts an emphasis on victory or defeat. 

Many researchers study on tasks which釘eactivities designed to promote learners' SLA. 

Nunan defines a taskおおHows:

“a piece of classroom work that involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, 

producing or interacting in the target language while their attention is focused on 

mobilizing their grammatical knowledge in order to express meaning rather than 

to manipulate form" (Nunan, 2004, p. 4) 

Ellis (2003) considers the e百ectof task features on interaction合'Omperspectives of six task 

features: (1) required vs. optional information exchange, (2) types of required information 

exchange, (3) expected句skoutcome, (4) a topic, (5) discourse domain, and (6) cognitive 

complexity. 

The first feature which should be considered is whether information exchange is required or 

optional. Required information exchange refers to the one that“learners cannot complete由e

胞skunless they exchange the information" (Ellis, 2003, p. 86). Ellis categorizes information 

gap tasks as tasks which require information exchange, and opinion exchange tasksぉ旬sks
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where information exchange is optional. According to him, information gap tasks provide 

learners with more opportunities of negotiation work than opinion gap tasks. Debate is 

categorized into opinion gap tasks曲athave less effect on interaction白aninformation gap旬sk.

However, this study suggests that debate has a characteristic which requires learners to 

exchange information. In debate activities, learners are divided into two positions: an 

a節目nativeposition or a negative position to a given topic. And由ey訂esupposed to convince 

others of their opinions by rebutting the other side’s opinions. To rebut the other sides' 

opinions, learners have to exchange血eiropinion, that is, information. From this point of view, 

it is interpreted白紙 debatehas the characteristic of required information exchange task which 

promote learners' interaction. 

The next dimension which receives attention is whether a task is categorized as a one-way 

task or two-way旬sk. In a one-way旬sk,a single person holds information which is to be 

sh釘・edto complete由e旬sk,while in a two-way task information is held between two or more 

people. Many studies claim白紙 atwo-way task produces more negotiation work由釦 a

one-way task. This study categorizes debateお atwo-way旬skbecause in由e飽skboth 

le創官ers合oman affim 

The third point to be considered is a distinction of task outc。me:open tasks or closed tasks. 

Open tasks釘etasks where there is no predetermined solutions. Opinion gap tasks, suchぉ

making choices, surveys, debate, or discussion訂eopen tasks. On the other hand, closed tasks 

have a single, co汀・ectsolution白紙 learnersneed to reach to complete the旬sk. Information 

gap tasks釘eclosed tasks in na加re. Ellis suggests that closed tasks result in more negotiation 

than open tasks and closed tasks訂emore likely to promote acquisition. However, he also 

points out that“it is worth bearing in mind that closed tasks may be less beneficial if other 

aspects of discourse白紙 maybe important for acquisition, for example, the opportunity to 

produce long turns，釘econsidered" (Ellis, 2003, p. 91). 

The fourth feature of tasks is a topic. Topics of tasks also impact on learners' interaction. 

Studies on topics of tasks indicate that topic familiarity and topic importance influence on 

learners' interaction resulting仕omthe task. According to these studies, it is suggested由at血e

more familiar and important a topic is to le創百er丸山emore interaction occurs. Topics differ 

with regard to白ekind of information that needed to be exchanged: human-ethical and 

objective・spatial. A human-ethical topic promotes interaction among learners. To set up a 

topic of the task by considering both topic familiarity and topic importance is a crucial point for 

all tasks. Therefore, if a topic of debate is familiar and important to learners, learners' 
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interaction in the task may be promoted. When teachers design a debate activity, they should 

set up a topic which is more familiar and more important to le副首ers.

The百貨hfeature of tasks is a discourse mode. A discourse mode is likely to be an 

important dimension of tasks. Ellis mentions th剖“thediscourse mode associated with a task 

will a偽 ctthe extent to which participants modiかtheirinput and output in negoti剖ion

exchange" （日Iis,2003, p. 93). Ellis reports two studies of e百ectsof a discourse mode on 

interaction. One study suggests that a task that involves collaborative exchange such as a合・ee

discussion task results in more meaning negotiation than a task of which discourse more is 

expository. The other study suggests that a旬skwhere discourse mode is narrative elicits more 

meaning negotiation than the task of which discourse mode is object description. A discourse 

mode of a debate activity in the present study is categorized as narrative and collaborative 

modes. These discourse modes have a positive impact on interaction. Therefore, it is 

possible to suggest that debate has a positive influence on interaction. 

This paper discusses cognitive complexity of tasks as the final point to be considered. 

Context-dependency is reg訂dedぉ am吋orぬctorwhich determines cognitive complexity. 

Tasks which訂econtext－合ee,i.e., without any information合oma situation, promote more 

meaning negotiation than context-embedded tasks. This characteristic requires learners to 

interact with others by using a large amount of information to compens絢 forlack of 

information合omcontext. Cognitively demanding tasks would be those that require learners to 

use language. Debate is categorized into tasks which訂econtext－合eebecause in the task 

learners訂esupposed to exchange opinions on a given topic without considering a situation 

where learners are. Since debate is a context－合・eetask, it requires learners to express their 

opinions by using much linguistic information. From these points of view, this study sugges包

that debate is categorized as a cognitive demanding task which promotes interaction. However, 

Ellis states th剖“ifa task is too challenging, it may cause learners to simply give up！”（Ellis, 

2003, p. 95). Although many studies suggest白瓜 cognitivelydemanding tasks promote more 

meaning negotiation than cognitively undemanding tasks, an issue of what degree of cognitive 

complexity works best still remains unclear. This study suggests that the debate activity will 

be the task which promotes learners' interaction because it includes several dimensions which 

positively influences on interaction. 

Next, this study discusses another characteristic which is worthy of remark合oma 

perspective of intervention. In addition to the features of the debate activity th剖釘elikely to 

provoke negotiation of meaning among learners, the debate activity has another advantage. 
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The advantage is白at由eformat of出eactivity provides teachers with a chance to intervene in 

learners' interaction. One characteristic of the debate activity which differs from由eo出er

opinion exchange tasks is伽 tdebate has a format in common. An example format of debate 

for pedagogical use in English language teaching is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

One basic formαt of debate (Based on Shiozαwα，2002) 

Steps Speech Sessions Speakers 

1 Cons加 ctivespeech session a. A speaker合oman affrrmative side 

b.Aspeaker合oma negative side 

2 Discussion 

3 Rebuttal speech session 

4 n
 

o
 

cd 
cd e
 

ed 
L
u
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e
 

e
 

nr 
g
d
 

何m
 

m
 

U
 

0
3
 

c. A speaker from白ea節rmativeside 

d.Aspeaker合omthe negative side 

e. A speaker from由eaffirmative side 

f.Aspeaker合omthe negative side 

g.Aspeaker合omthe negative side 

h. A speaker from由ea節目nativeside 

Debate proceeds by following this format. According to Table 1, it is obvious白ateach 

spe剖ceris designated a part where they express their opinions. A食ereach part, there is a space 

which enables a third person to intervene. 

From this point of view.，出isstudy suggests白紙 theformat of the debate activity provides 

teachers with opportunities to give learners feedback and to assist learners in producing their 

凶 eranceby intervening in their interaction. 

Devices which Enhance the Positive Features of Debate Activity 

百1issubsection discusses two ways白atfacilitate learners' interaction in the debate activity. 

When teachers desゆ1a lesson which involves the debate activity，由eyneed to consider some 

devices to facilitate learners’interaction in the activity. This pape巳considersespecially two 

points: effectiveness of group size and the need of preparation for the debate activity. 

First, this study explains effectiveness of interaction in a small group work合oma 

perspective of the Interaction Hypothesis. Group work is often considered as an essential 

feature of communicative language teaching. According to Ellis ( 1994 ), group work increases 
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opportunities to use language, improves the quality of learner旬lk,promotes a positive affective 

climate, and motivates learners to le訂n. Furthermore, it provides much input and 

opportunities for output that are supposed to promote acquisition. 

Ellis indicates that“interaction between learners can provide the interactional conditions 

which have been hypothesized to facilitate acquisition more readily than can interaction 

involving teachers”（Ellis, 1994, p. 599). Therefore, interaction in a small group is highly 

likely to be beneficial to learners because a small group o任ersthem more opportunities to speak 

for negotiation of meaning. From the perspective of the Interaction Hypothesis, interaction in 

a small group work may help acquisition. 

Then, this subsection will explain the other factor which helps to promote interaction: 

effectiveness of a pre-task phase. When teachers design a lesson which contains an activity, 

they need to consider stages or componen臼 ofthe lesson. Although many kinds of task 

designs have been proposed, these designs have three principal phases in common: a pre-task 

phase, a during-task phase, and a post－旬skphase. 

Among these phases, a during-task phase refers to cen廿aland obligatory tasks when 

teachers design a lesson. In this study, the debate activity is a during-task phase. One the other 

hand, a pre-task phase and post-task phase訂enon-obligatory phases. 

Although a pre-task phase and post-task phase are non-obligatory ones, these旬skphぉes

serve a crucial role in ensuring that the task performance is maximally effective for language 

development (Ellis, 2003). Especiall弘 itis highly possible th剖 apre-task ph蹴 influence

lea.i百ers’performancein the task. 

This subsection discusses a pre-task phase by focusing on its e百ecton learners' interaction 

in the task. The pu叩oseof this pre-task phase is "to prepare stude時 toperform the包skin

ways th剖 willpromote acquisition”（Ellis, 2003, p. 244). When learners work on an activity, 

they have to pay attention to meaning, linguistic forms, and production at出esame time. That 

causes high cognitive demands on learners and it may prevent interaction in the task. However, 

by setting up the pre-task phase, it is possible that teachers reduce the demand on learners which 

may prevent learners' interaction. 

Ellis (2003) shows four ways that can be conducted in a pre-task phase to reach its pu中ose.

These ways a陀（1) performing a similar task, (2) providing a model, (3) non-task prep訂ation

activities, and ( 4) strategic planning. The first way is designed to support learners in 

performing a task simil釘 tothe task they will perform in the during-task phase of the lesson. 

Another way is providing a model. This way asks learners to observe a model of how to 
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perform the task. The third way is engaging learners in non-prep訂ationactivities which are 

designed to prepare them to perform the task. To reduce cogn1t1ve or lmguistic demands 

placed on learners is the focus of these activities. Brainstorming or mind maps釘eexamples 

of these activities. The fourth way白紙Ellisshows is s甘ategicplanning. In this way, learners 

are given time to plan how they will perform the旬sk. S甘ategicplanning involves learners in 

considering the linguistic forms they will need to execute in白e旬sk.

From the perspective of the Interaction Hypothesis, the debate activity has characteristics 

which a能 ctlearners' interaction positively. In addition to由eeffect of characteristics itself, 

the teacher should combine some devices into a lesson which involves the activity to maximize 

positive features of the debate activity on interaction. 

The Study 

To examine the e釘ectsof the debate activity, this study designed two different styles of 

debate activity: students only debate activities (Sonly) and debate activities with more proficient 

users of a target language (S+mpu ). Interactions among students in these debate activities 

were compared and analyzed by focusing on the use of CSs and intervention. 

This study asked 32 first-year students of Akita University to particip剖ein a debate activity 

白紙白eau白ordesignedぉ anexperiment for this study. They were divided into fo町 debate

groups: Debate groups 1, 2, 3, and 4. 百1eEnglish proficiency levels of these groups were 

regardedぉ equalbased on the F・test.

Two more proficient users of English participated in Debate groups 3 and 4 and intervened 

in students’interaction. One was a post graduate student of Akita University who majors 

English education: the author of this study. The other was a professor of English education of 

Akita University. 

Data were collected by means of three methods：甘anscriptionof dialogue of students in 

debate activities, student interview, and student questionnaire. The甘anscriptionof dialogue of 

students wお副Tanged俗 aprimary da旬 analysis. The student interview and student 

questionnaire were conductedぉ secondaryda旬．

Results and Discussion 

This study had four major findings. First, this study found that students used seven kinds 

of CSs to continue their interaction in the debate activity: approximation, circumlocution, literal 

translation, language switch, appeal for assistance, mime, and message abandonment. Among 
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these CSs, approximation, circumlocution, and appeal for assistance seemed to encourage 

students to continue their interaction in English. Approximation and circumlocution were 

ways to convey students' intended meaning by using their interlanguage and appealおr

assistance, especially in English, tended to prompt circumlocution. On the other hand, 

language translation and language switch prevent students’interaction in English. These two 

CSs depend on student’s LI knowledge and students tended to use these CSs in Japanese. 

These CSs deprive them of chances to elaborate their u抗erancesin a second language. 

The second point that this study found indicates that there was a relationship between the 

use of CSs and interaction. By comparing the interactions in Debate 1 and Debate 2 with the 

ones in Debate 3 and Debate 4, it is clear that the to凶 speakingtime of Debate 3 and Debate 4 

were longer than that of Debate I and Debate2. In addition, the students in Debate 3 and 

Debate 4 used more words than the students in Debate I and Debate 2. On the other hand, as 

for speech rate, the average speech rate of Debate 1 and Debate 2 was higher than that of Debate 

3 and Debate 4. It means that the students in Debate I and Debate 2 uttered more words per 

minute than the students in Debate 3 and Debate 4. This lower speech rate of Debate 3 and 

Debate 4 may result合omthe use of CSs. Since it required the students of unprep訂・ed

interactions, it was difficult for them to express opinions in English instantly and fluently 

because of a high cognitive demand. 

The third finding of this study was influence of more proficient users’intervention. This 

study set up two di宵erentstyles of debate activities: Sonly and S+mpu. The comparison of 

interactions between these two styles of debate activities revealed several differences. In Sonly, 

students tended to ask for assistance in Japanese. While in S+mpu students tended to use 

much English words or expressions than students only debate activities. In Debate 4, which 

took place with a more proficient use巳studentsdid not use Japanese. As for characteristics of 

their interaction, more words were used in S+mpu th加 inSonly. It must have resulted合om

the use of CSs which were encouraged by the more proficient user’s intervention. Yet, as for 

speech rate, the average of S+mpu was lower than that of Sonly. This study may suggest that 

more proficient user’s intervention caused this difference. Because of the intervention, more 

impromptu interactions among students occurred after each speech session in S+mpu. This 

unprepared interaction caused students cognitive demands that they had to think up an idea and 

make sentences to express their intended idea. This impromptu interaction led to a lower 

speech rate in S+mpu than由atof Sonly, since the students took time to produce an utterance. 

The final point that this study found was that there were differences in ways of solving a 
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communication breakdown. By comparing two types of debate activities, there were 

differences between them. In Sonly，白estuden包tendedto ask for clarification or repetition in 

Japanese to solve a communication breakdown. Interaction in Japanese could solve 

communication breakdowns easily由加 interactionin English, because intended meaning w鎚

conveyed more successfully・ in Japanese由anin English. Another characteristic of Sonly wぉ

abandonment of solving a communication breakdown. These characteristics caused the 

students to lose opportunities to interact in English. On the other hand, in S+mpu，白estudents 

and more proficient users甘iedto solve communication breakdowns by adopting di任erentways 

合om白eway Sonly used. First, a more proficient user’s intervention gave a chance of solving 

a communication breakdown to students by intervening in students’interaction. Second, the 

more proficient user’s intervention wぉ ableto detect difficulties held by the students. The 

third, characteristic of the intervention W俗 afunction which reduces students’創立iety.

However, although more proficient users’intervention seemed to give influence on solving a 

communication breakdown, not all communication breakdowns were solved even白ougha 

more proficient user joined the debate activity. 

Conclusion 

This study examines the effects of debate as a communicative activity on studenお’

interaction by focusing on negotiation of meaning and the use of CSs. This study found that 

some CSs encouraged students to continue their interaction in English in the debate activities. 

Furthermore, the results of this蜘 dyshowed由atmore proficient useば interventionaffected 

students' interaction in the debate activities. 

In conclusion, this study indicates白紙thepotential of a debate activity as a communicative 

activity which promotes students' interaction by adopting pedagogical supports such as 

ins甘uctionin CSs and intervention. Although this study investigated only four debate 

activities, this study implies白紙 theresults合om白epresent experiment could give some 

suggestions to English teachers who訂ewilling to make students interact with others 

communicatively in English classes. 

To better understand the effects of debate activities, it is needed to observe debate activities 

in actual English classes constantly in fu印rerese訂・ch. A continuous examination of the effecお

of the debate activity would s甘engthenthe proposition由atdebate activities have potentials for 

promoting students’interaction in English classrooms. 
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Empirical learning of second language acquisition 

for teacher development: What will task-based language learning 

suggest to prospective teachers of English? 

1. Tasks and teacher development 

Mas成oSASAKI 

Akit，αUniversity 

Tasks are potential for changing the present English language teaching in Japan into one 

th剖 willfurther foster students’second language learning. According to Ellis (2003), tasks 

promote the cognitive processes by which language acquisition or development takes place. 

These cognitive processes訂esystematically described in a model of second language 

acquisition explicated by Gass and Selinker (2008). The model explains白紙白ecognitive 

processes involved in second language acquisition occur dynamically and interactively合om

input to output by way of noticing, comprehending, intake, and integrating. In the presen旬tion,

task-based communication is interpretedぉ amedium to induce the students’cognitive 

processes for second language acquisition. It is employed in the au由or’ssemester courses, 

mainly taken by prospective teachers of English, and used to investigate how those students 

reflect on their own language learning and communication during and after the courses, and 

comp訂ethem with their language learning before their participation in the courses. 

2. Theoretical background 

The theoretical background to support由is presen旬tion consists of community 

involvement learning, sociocultural theory, cerebration, and reflective writing. The first two 

are related to language teaching methodology while the other two are cognitive aspects of 

language learning and teacher development. One of the methodological principles of my 

course projec臼 derives合omcommunity involvement learning, which is intended to get learners 

to use the旬rgetlanguage in白ereal world白roughinteraction wi血 spe紘ersof the language in 

the learners' own community or elsewhere in the world. The course projects were conducted 

in the form of weekly communication sessions with assistant language teachers (ALTs} in伽

local community. The other principle of sociocultural theory leads the students to learn 

language first with others and then individually. Cognitive processing after experiential 

learning is essential. Cerebration is the activity used in community involvement learning 

(Ingram, Kono, 0’Neill, & Sasaki, 2008), by which language learners reflect on their use of 
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language and their cross-cultural attitudes with the suppo此oftheir teachers. Reflective writing 

is a cognitive method that is合・equentlyand widely used for teacher education (Borg, 2006). 

Since it is also employed as a research tool for studying language teacher cognition, it will 

reveal how the project influences the students’beliefs about language learning and teaching. 

3. Projects for prospective teachers 

In this presentation, the 2007, 2008, 2009 course projects are introduced. Twelve to 

twenty students participated in a semester task-based communication project entitled 

“Intercultural Oral Communication Project (IOCP）” organised by the present author. They 

were mainly 2nd-year students who would like to become teachers of English after graduation. 

They were expected to consider language learning and teaching methods for their future 

teaching career由roughthe IOCP. 

4. IOCPtask’s potentials 

Their reflective writing about language learning and communication in a旬rgetlanguage 

revealed出剖 theIOCP was taken as a good oppo此unityto think about second language 

acquisition. For those students who knew English grammar but could not use it well for actual 

communication, the impact of “using”English with native speakers of English to complete the 

project tasks seemed to be high. One student stated after the 7th of 8 IOCP sessions in the 

2009 Semester l，“Maybe there are some problems in the teaching of English. For example, I 

didn’t practice speaking English with real English speakers. Through the IOCP, I S甘onglyfeel 

that language learners need to interact wi出realspeakers.” 

Tasks are potential, at least to the present author, because they create social interaction, 

negotiation of meaning, authentic context, meaning focus, information gap, pu中oseful

communication, connected spoken discourse, and cultural understanding by “using language.” 
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